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During June 2012 I travelled to the Republic of Mauritius to study its rare and 
endemic flora and the lengths that are being taken to conserve it. I chose to visit 
Mauritius due to the first placement I had at RBG Kew where I was working with 
Carlos Magdalena looking after, amongst other things, the collection of endemic 
Mauritian flora. While working with the Mauritian flora my interest started to grow at 
first due to the heterophyllous nature of many of the plants and then due to the 
vulnerability of many of the endemic Mauritian species. This all led me to plan a trip 
to Mauritius to see for myself the work that is going into saving the rare and 
endangered flora of this beautiful island. 
 

 
Figure 1: Map of Mauritius.  

Google Maps (2012) Map of Mauritius [Online] Available from 
http://maps.google.co.uk/maps?um=1&hl=en&qscrl=1&rlz=1T4ADRA_enGB462GB
465&q=mauritius%20map&revid=532095231&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_qf.&biw=19

20&bih=840&wrapid=tlif134599717932811&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&tab=il [Accessed 
August 2012] 

 
My main priority while on the island was to visit and work with the Government run 
National Parks & Conservation Service (NPCS) and to bring back semi mature plants 
which had been propagated at RBG Kew, namely 5 Dombeya mauritiana and 3 
Chassalia boryana.  As well as working with the NPCS I also planned to visit other 
sites of ecological interest on the island.  
 
During the first week of my visit I established contact with NPCS staff at the NPCS  
head office at Reduit and arranged to meet them in person to hand over the plants 
which I brought from RBG Kew. While at the office in Reduit I clarified my visits for 
the trip with Ragen Parmananda and he began to speak to the appropriate staff at each 
of the NPCS sites that I intended to visit. While at Reduit I also took the opportunity 
to visit the Mauritius Herbarium and speak to the staff there, in particular Doctor 
Claudia Baider about the essential and extremely important role of the herbarium in 
the work that is being done on the island. She was very helpful and shared 
information about locations of some of the endemic plants I wished to see. She also 
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showed me maps, drawings and herbarium vouchers that have been made at the 
herbarium. The only thing that gave me cause for concern was hearing that the 
herbarium may be closed down due to limited funding. I feel that this would be a 
tragedy because the herbarium contains some amazing specimens of the endemic 
Mauritian flora and plays a very important role in the conservation effort on the 
Island. Their work is very important as it helps in identification of endemic species as 
well as mapping them, they also share information with herbariums around the world 
which helps in the education of people in other countries of the fragile state of 
Mauritian flora. A collection of herbarium specimens on the island is extremely 
important to compare new species and to educate people on the accurate identification 
of existing and endangered flora of the Mascarene Islands.  
 
During my first week I also visited the Native Plant Propagation Centre (NPPC) at 
Robinson, here Deepak Ramjeeawun gave me a tour of the facilities and I got to see 
some of the work being done to propagate the endemic plants of Mauritius so that 
they can be returned to the wild in the future. This was very good to see and it shows 
that people recognise the fragile state of the endemic flora of Mauritius. As well as 
seeing the propagation areas I also visited the seed bank and seed sorting room (see 
figures 2 & 3 below), where the seeds that are collected are cleaned, sorted and stored. 
 

     
        Figure 2: Seed Bank at NPPC.            Figure 3: Checking viability of the seeds. 
 
 It was very interesting to see how this was done in Mauritius as my only previous 
experience was at the MSB at Wakehurst Place. In Mauritius I got to see how the 
other side of things work with less advanced technology. I am happy to report that 



despite having less technology the seed bank at Robinson still functions well. My 
initial visit to the NPPC at Robinson was brief as I arrived late due to getting lost and 
in the afternoon we had to visit the NPCS office at Petrin. At Petrin I had a tour of the 
facilities and also got to see the CMA (Conservation Management Area) that is home 
to many rare Mauritian Heath-land plants that grow on the rocky free draining soil 
such as the Roussea simplex and Trochetia boutoniana amongst others (see figure 4 
below). This was very interesting and gave me my first taste of endemic plants in their 
natural habitat. While being shown around Deepak explained to me the work being 
done on the site and the constant battle that goes on with the invasive exotic flora that 
competes with the more fragile endemic plants on the island. He explained how the 
clearing of invasive species was done first then the replanting of endemic species 
(propagated at the NPPC) then about the follow up work that is essential to the 
survival and effective establishment of these re introduced plants. He also showed me 
the facilities and endemic plants that are at Alexandra Falls. 
 

   
Figure 4: NPCS staff at Le Petrin. This picture shows the Heath-land habitat on the 

high central plateau of the island. 
 
Other activities in my first week also included a trip the Bris Fer CMA with Deepak, 
Jean Claude Sevathian (MWF staff member)(see figure 5 below) and a member of 
staff from the Forestry Service. This was a most inspiring trip as it took me into the 
depths of the Black River Gorges National Park to see more of the work being done to 
protect the rare flora of the island. During this trip I got to see the last wild population 
of Hyophorbe vaughanii (see figure 6 below) which was amazing to see, we also 



collected some seedlings of this to be grown on ex-situ for later repatriation into the 
wild. I also saw many endemic Angraecum spp (see figure 7 below) in the CMA this 
was a first for me to see them flourishing in the wild and was really an amazing 
experience. Other things during my trip into the Bris Fer region included seeing the 
recently discovered species of Dombeya, the Dombeya sevathianii  (see figure 8 
below) which was also a great experience for me especially seeing as I was with the 
very man it was named after! 
 
    
 

     
Figure 5: Jean-Claude Sevathian       Figure 6: Last wild population of H. Vaughanii 

 

      
          Figure 7:. Angraecum mauritana             Figure 8: Dombeya sevathiana 

 

 



I also got to see the MWF (Mauritian Wildlife Foundation) site in the woods (see 
figure 11 below) where breeding of the pink pigeon (see figure 9below) and echo 
parakeet (see figure 10 below) is carried out, this is also where they are re-introduced 
to the wild, at this site I also saw a rare species of Jumellea, Jumellea fragrans (see 
figure 12 below). The reason it is so rare here is due to monkeys (which have been 
introduced at some point) like to take the plant from the tree so that they can eat it.  
 

     
       Figure 9: The endemic Pink Pigeon       Figure 10: The endemic Echo Parakeet 
 

   
Figure 11: Protected breeding area for birds.        Figure 12: Jumellea fragrans 

 
During the drive through the National Park Deepak told me about the clearing work 
being done (see figures 13 & 14 below) and how companies supplied workers to cut 
down and remove the invasive species from the forest as it provides them with long 
straight sticks from the Psidium cattleianum (Goyave de Chine) which is highly 
invasive and can be seen all over the island. Once the invasive species are cut down 
and the long straight sticks removed the stumps are treated with a dye and herbicide to 
prevent them from growing back and the smaller parts that are removed are piled up 
to rot down which returns the nutrients to the soil.   
 



 
Figure 13: Forest overrun with Psidium cattleianum (Goyave de Chine) 

 

 
Figure 14: Forest after P. Cattlleianum has been removed. 

 



  
Figure 15: Workers clearing the forest .    Figure 16: The long straight poles they keep 
 
During the weekend I hiked the Mare aux Jonxs trail in the Black River Gorges 
National Park (BRGNP) and spent some time exploring the area around my 
accommodation. 
 
During my second week I visited Robinson again to finish my tour of the facilities at 
the NPPC, this included seeing the shade house, fernery, medicinal garden and a more 
comprehensive tour of the Arboretum. During this tour I spoke to staff about 
propagation techniques of ferns and other plants and found out what methods work 
best for which plants, this was useful as I was able to compare the methods with the 
ones we use at Kew, I also shared some methods and ideas with staff with regards to 
plants that are hard to propagate and showed them how we do things at Kew (see 
figures 17 & 18 below), this was a really good experience for me and it has given me 
some ideas to take back to Kew. 
 

    
      Figure 17: Me preparing the cuttings.                Figure 18: The finished article.      
 
The shade house was interesting as it showed me the next stage of hardening off 
plants after they have been propagated and grown on inside, the next step is to plant 
them outside in the Arboretum for educational purposes or to repatriate them into the 
wild or share them with other organisations on the island (such as using them for 
Biodiversity day and for the seven colours of the earth planted areas) or elsewhere in 
the world such as Brest Botanic Garden (Brest BG) and here at RBG Kew. This was 
good to see as it shows how collaboration with other institutes such as the Seven 
colours of the earth help to educate people and how collaborations with institutes like 



RBG Kew and Brest BG help improve techniques in Mauritius and also to aid the 
education of other countries in the conservation of Mauritian endemics.  
 
 

The remainder of my second week was spent visiting other sites of ecological interest 
on the Island, this included visiting Sir Seewoosagur Botanic Garden (SSR BG), Ile 
Aux Aigrettes, the private collection of tropical plants which belong to Ismael and 
Patricia Mohamed and the seven colours of the earth at Chamarel. All of these were 
very interesting to see, SSR BG was great as it gave me a chance to see many tropical 
plants being grown outside (which I am not used to as we have to grow them inside in 
here) this showed me how large some things can get when grown in the appropriate 
climate which I do not get to see normally such as the Ficus religiosa (see figure 19 
below), Victoria amazonica, Nelumbo nucifera(see figure 20 below) and Corypha 

umbraculifera. The only thing that I found to be disappointing about SSR BG was the 
lack of endemic plants being grown there as I feel there could be many more being 
grown there to aid in the education of both Mauritian and foreign visitors. Despite this 
I still enjoyed the botanic garden in particular the medicinal garden and seeing a 
mature Ficus religiosa as it is one of my favourite trees. 
 

             
       Figure 19: Ficus religiosa at SSRBG        Figure 20: Nelumbo pond at SSRBG.       
 

My trip to Ile Aux Aigrettes (see figure 21 below) was an amazing one, it showed me 
what can be achieved with many years of hard work and it gave me great pleasure to 
see so many endemic plants and animals thriving in the wild and it gave me an idea of 
what some parts of Mauritius would have been like before the arrival of man. Some of 
the species that I saw included the Mauritian Fody, Telfairs skink, Day geckos and 
endemic fruit bats (see figures 22, 23, 24 & 25 below)  



  

 
Figure 21: Ile aux Aigrettes 

 

   
       Figure 22: Mauritian Fody                                Figure 23: Telfairs skink 
 

    
          Figure 24: Day Geckos                                    Figure 25: Fruit bat 



I found the trip very exciting and educational and it was good to see that school 
children are given educational tours of the island as well. While here I met ‘Big 
Daddy’ one of the group of Aldabra tortoises that have been brought in to fulfil the 
role of the extinct endemic tortoises (see figure 26 below).  
 

 
Figure 26: Big Daddy – The Aldabra Tortoise used to fulfil the role of the extinct 

endemic tortoise. 
 

I was also fortunate enough to see where they propagate the plants on the island (see 
figure 27 below). They propagate on the island so that they limit the introduction of 
invasive and non native species to the island which would undo all the years of hard 
work spent restoring this islet to its former glory. They even quarantine the growing 
medium (see figure 28 below) that they bring on to the island. The growing medium is 
a mixture of soil, fine coralline limestone and humus. 
 

     
               Figure 27: Nursery on the island.    Figure 28: The growing medium. 



The private collection of Ismael and Patricia Mohamed was also very interesting as it 
gave me an insight into how things work in the private sector and it also showed what 
it is possible to grow here on the Island, although they do not work with endemic 
species it was still good to see their passion for plants. They also put me into contact 
the manager of another private company called Ebony Forest Limited who work to 
conserve endemic species on the island as well (this I will cover in my third week). 
The seven colours of the earth at Chamarel was quite a sight to behold and I also 
found it to be very interesting as it linked in with my soil science studies at Kew 
relating to the effects of erosion on soils. I was also very happy to see a variety of 
endemic Mauritian species being grown there as it helps to raise awareness with 
visitors to the site who may not know much about the endemic flora of the island.  
 

 
Figure 29: The Seven Colours of the Earth at Chamarel. The erosion here results in 

this beautiful colouring of the Earth here. 
 

My third and final week started at Robinson at the NPPC, first off I was involved in 
the pollination of Nesocodon mauritiana with Deepak, this was a great experience as 
it allowed us to talk about pollination techniques used at RBG Kew and the NPPC, I 
was surprised to find out that in Mauritius obtaining seed from the Nesocodon has 
proved to be rather difficult due to the fruits aborting before they are fully ripe as we 
have managed to do it well at RBG Kew, although by the look of things the most 
recent pollination attempt looks to have been successful as the fruit is developing well 
on the plant at the moment (see figures 30 & 31 below) 
 



  
Figure 30: Pollination of Nesocodon.              Figure 31: Nesocodon mauritiana 

 
I also participated in the propagation of Senicio lamarckianus from cuttings, this was 
very enjoyable as it gave me a chance to demonstrate how we take cuttings at RBG 
Kew and it also gave me the chance to teach other students doing internships with the 
NPCS, As well taking cuttings of  Senicio lamarckianus we also took cuttings of 
Ramosmania rodriguesii, this gave me the chance to show how we select cuttings 
material at Kew and I also showed how we pollinate the Ramosmania rodriguesii at 
Kew as there are still problems with obtaining seed from the plants in cultivation in 
Mauritius. I also helped with layering of plants for propagation although they tend to 
use a different technique in Mauritius. First of all they strip the bark of the desired 
area (see figure 32 below), then rooting hormone is applied, soil is then moulded 
around the bare stem and plastic is tied around it afterwards (see figure 33 below), 
whereas at RBG Kew we make a small niche in the desired area, no hormone is used 
and we wrap moss around the niche and tie a plastic bag around it afterwards 
(preferably a black one as this helps with the stimulation of roots). I shared our 
technique with them and explained why we do it that way as opposed to their chosen 
method. 
 

   
       Figure 32: Preparation for layering.                    Figure 33: The end product. 
 



During my third week I had the chance to visit a Non Governmental Organisation 
(NGO) working in Mauritius this was Ebony Forest Limited who are currently 
working to restore endemic ebony forests (see figure 34 below) in the Chamarel 
region. They use workers from the local village to help the local economy and also to 
educate the locals through word of mouth about what they are doing on the site. The 
work that they are doing is amazing and they are working much faster than I had 
previously seen on the Island. The manager of the project told me that they hope to 
completely restore the forest and to build an education centre where schools can come 
and participate in tasks such as potting, seed sowing and planting out to give them 
hands on experience in conservation. They hope that this will help to spread the 
conservation message to the Mauritian people and get them interested in a career in 
conservation. Their plan is also to sell plants from the nursery here to Mauritian 
people for use in their gardens to help increase numbers of endemic species growing 
on the island and to also increase the distribution of them over the island and to turn 
focus away from imported non-native species which have a tendency to escape and 
cause problems on the island as they often out grow and out compete the slower 
growing more fragile endemic species. While visiting the Chamarel reserve I helped 
the manager of the project Christine Griffiths to map out some of the endemic plant 
populations and also populations of rare endemic bird species in the forest using a 
handheld GPS as well as getting to see some amazing sites (see figure 35 below) 
 

  
        Figure 34: Restored ebony forest              Figure 35: The view from the forest 
 
During the remainder of my final week I visited Mont Vert National Park which is run 
by the Forestry Division where I had a tour from Deepak and I got to see such rare 
endemic species as Tambourissa sp (see figures 36 & 37 below) and Sideroxylon sp 

amongst others. 
 



          
                  Figure 36: Tambourissa sp               Figure 37: Tambourissa sp 

 
I also visited the Bras D’eau national park in the east of the island where I was able to 
see how the native forest was cleared many years ago to make way for the production 
of fruit such as Mangifera indica and timber in the form of coniferous and mahogany 
trees for commercial use. While here I also had the chance to visit the east coast 
where I got to see such coastal species as Tournfortia argentea, Rhizophora sp and 
Scaevola taccada amongst others which meant that I had managed to see all of the 
different vegetation types on the island from Coastal vegetation to lowland forests to 
Primary forests and heath-land giving me a full view of the biodiversity of the 
beautiful island paradise that is Mauritius.  
 

      
       Figure 38: Rhizophora sp in the East.             Figure 39: Scaveola taccada 

 
 
While in the east we also visited Mare Sarcelle which is a brilliant example of 
wetland areas in Mauritius. On our journey back to Robinson we stopped to collect 
fruits from a mature Dracaena concinna that was growing beside the road that 
Deepak had spotted a long time ago and had been keeping an eye until the fruits were 
ripe enough to collect.  
 



My penultimate day of my third week was spent visiting the Perrier Nature Reserve 
near Robinson where I saw the best example of primary forest that I have seen in my 
time here (see figure 40 below). I found this to be a spectacular experience as it 
showed me what the NPCS are working towards achieving around the other Nature 
reserves on the island. It was truly an amazing site seeing so many mature endemic 
species growing in their natural habit, I particularly enjoyed seeing the many 
epiphytic orchids including Bulbophyllum nuttans (see figure 41 below) that covered 
so many of the trees, I also really enjoyed seeing the endemic ferns and other things 
here, this was quite possibly my favourite site on the whole island! I felt very lucky to 
be able to visit this site as I am aware that it is not open to the public.  
 

  
       Figure 40: Perrier Nature Reserve.       Figure 41: Bulbophyllum nuttans (Perrier) 
 
For the final afternoon of my third week we took a trip to Grand Bassin to visit the 
last known population of Elaeocarpus integrifolius which is situated high up on the 
hill top next to a sacred Hindu temple, this again was a great experience as I had 
previously visited the temple on the hill top but had missed the Elaeocarpus 

integrifolius! On the final day of my Travel Scholarship I visited various CMA’s with 
a number of staff from the NPCS and Forestry division to collect cuttings materials to 
bring back to RBG Kew to help increase the number of endemic Mauritian plants in 
our ex-situ collection. The main reason for the ex-situ collection is to provide a back 
up collection in case there is a natural disaster on the island and the in-situ plants are 
damaged, we also have better facilities here at RBG Kew and propagation is often 
more successful here. After I had collected the cuttings I took them to the NPCS head 
office and had them checked for pests and diseases and once they were deemed safe a 
phytosanitary certificate was written for them to allow me to bring them back to the 
U.K in my hand luggage. When I arrived in London I headed straight for RBG Kew 
where all of the cuttings and seedlings were checked and prepared in the new 
Quarantine facility (see figures 42 & 43 below). 
 



   
Figure 42: Kew staff checking the material. Figure 43: Kew staff potting the material. 
 
Lee Oram, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 2012. 



Expenses: 

 

Item Cost in £ Cost in 
Mauritian 
Rupees (If 
applicable) 

Return flight (with British Airways) to SSR 
International Airport (MRU) 

816  

Food and drink in Mauritius 650 27,000 
Accommodation (Oceanpro Guest House La 
Gaulette) 

400 18,000 

Car Hire (Monet Car Hire, Poste De Flaq 
Mauritius) 

373.33 16,800 

Fuel for car 100 4,500 
Entrance to Botanic Gardens and other visitor 
attractions 

33.33 1,500 

Map and Guide books 20 900 
Sim Card rental to enable cheap communication 
with Mauritian contacts (from accommodation) 

17.78 800 

Phone Credit for sim card 20 900 
Sun cream, First aid kit, insect repellent and other 
health related items. 

50  

Batteries for hand held GPS 19.98  
Travel adaptor. 12.99  
Travel to and from Gatwick airport 22  
Food and drink at Airports (Gatwick & MRU) 15  
Gifts for hosts in Mauritius 20 900 
Travel Insurance for items not covered by work 
insurance 

45.54  

Total 2,615.95  

 


